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Service-learning:
Effectively
Transitioning
Students Into
the Workplace
What is
service-learning?
Service-learning is a method of
learning that is meant to integrate
the needs of the community with the
academic curriculum of the students.

“Fixing the world, one piece of
hardware at a time.”
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How is
service-learning
implemented?
Project
Students are assigned the task of
completing a project for a
community organization who is
without the resources to otherwise
complete the project.
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“Every child is important and
should feel that way.
We give them choices when so
often, they have none.”

Proposal Writing
Investigation of funding sources, use of government
documents for research and evaluation of submitted proposals
are among areas covered. Emphasis is on clear, concise
writing of individualized student projects.

Why choose
service-learning?
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• Phone
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In Proposal Writing (TCOM 407) I
worked in a team with three
other students to complete a
grant proposal for Teen & Kid
Closet.
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The completed grant proposal
allowed the nonprofit
organization to have the
opportunity to obtain funds for
their first paid worker.

